
 

 

 

Abstract—This study considers replenishment policy for drugs 

packaging to avoid overstock that happened in one of pharmaceutical 

manufacture in Indonesia. Demand for N period is known and must 

be satisfied without overstock and backlog. This study tried to apply 

Wagner-Whitin Algorithm to provide the solution for this problem 

and find the optimal lot sizing decision that minimize the setup costs 

and holding costs. The result found that this method can satisfied 

demand for N period with the optimal lot size, without backlog and 

minimize the total costs. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

OWADAYS, in the competitive business environment, 

inventory managers found the difficulties in developing 

system to improve inventory flow in the supply chain and 

minimize the inventory costs [1]. One major concern for 

inventory managers is to stock the right amount of inventory to 

meet customer demand so that they can avoid overstock and 

stockout. Overstock results increasing carrying or holding 

costs as well as limiting the capital availability for the firm to 

invest in other projects [1]. In contrast, stockout could result in 

shortage or stockout costs such as lost sales, unsatisfied 

customers and even lost them [1]. So, effective and efficient 

inventory management system can results a reduction of 

operating costs [2]. 

This study tried to solve the cause of overstock inventory in 

the one of pharmaceutical manufacture in Indonesia. Large 

amount of overstock occurred in their drugs packaging that 

caused by an inappropriate inventory ordering system. This 

company is tending to enter into longer-term relationship with 

vendors to supply their needs for the entire year. It makes they 

change the ―when‖ and ―how many to order‖ in an inventory 

management to ―when‖ and ―how many to deliver [3]. The 

effect is the company has less flexibility to balance the amount 

of inventory needed with the actual production schedule. 

Unfortunately, the overstock of drugs packaging became dead 

inventory because the production of this drugs type stopped 

due to new product combination. So this study will provide a 

solution how to avoid overstock by changing the inventory 

ordering system, specify when items should be ordered and 
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how large the order should be. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW  

A. Inventory Management 

Inventory management is managing and control the 

inventory with the objective of providing exactly amount of 

the raw materials required, where and when it is required by 

incurring the least possible cost [4]. Overstock and stockout 

inventory can occur from insuitable ordering system, either 

incorrect order quantity or timing of the order. Determine the 

correct quantity or lot size to order to the suppliers includes 

looking for the least possible total cost of inventory: holding 

costs, setup costs, ordering costs and shortage costs as well as 

the timing of the order that can also impact the inventory costs  

[3]. 

With effective and efficient inventory management system, 

company is able to release capital to spend in another project 

or division [4]. This means that profitability of the company is 

affected by the inventory management operated. Therefore, the 

goal of the inventory management is to maintain the inventory 

level that will provide optimum inventory at lowest cost. 

In order to achieve effective inventory management, 

company can use lot sizing method to determine the optimum 

order quantity and timing of the order. There were many 

researchs on lot sizing with numerous of different lot sizing 

problems and various modeling approaches and algorithms 

have been formed [5]. 

B. Wagner-Whitin Algorithm 

In 1958, Wagner and Whitin constructed the application of 

dynamic programing to find out the economic order quantities 

and ordering time that minimize the total cost [6]. 

Disappointed with the ―square root formula‖ to find the 

economic lot size under the assumption of constant demand, 

Wagner and Whitin formed an elegant forward algorithm 

based on dynamic programming principles to find the optimal 

lot size decisions [7]. The solution offered by Wagner-Whitin 

Algorithm regarded as the standard counter to other lot sizing 

or heuristics model [7].  

This method that can solve the economic lot sizing problem, 

still remain as a classical application of dynamic programming 

that is frequently  applied in practice, for example in MRP, 

this algorithm is often used to answer the problems for 

complex production structures [8]. Other models have 

repeatedly been compared to the Wagner-Whitin and mostly 

the result of Wagner-Whitin is better and more efficient [6]. 
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The initial Wagner-Whitin Algorithm solves a one period 

problem first and then orderly solves subpoblems until the 

overall N periods problem answer is established, that is 

definition of forward recursive algorithm [7]. This model 

assumed no backorder, therefore all demands should be met in 

the period of demand or a previous period [6]. 
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where 

N  : length of the time planning 

  : demand in period i 

h  : holding cost / item / period 

K  : setup cost 

C  : unit cost 

  : cost of ordering and holding items for period i 

 : cost of ordering and holding items for period i thru. j at 

beginning of period i [9]. 

 

There are several important theorems for the algorithm 

based upon assumption that initial inventory is zero ( 0 0I  ) 

[10]. 

1) Theorem 1 

There always exists an optimal policy such that 

1 0i iI X  
 

where 1iI   is the inventory entering a 

period i and iX   is the amount produced in period i. This 

means that replenishment can be made only when the 

inventory level becomes zero. 

2) Theorem 2 

There exists an optimal policy such that for all i, 0iX   

or 

k

i j

j i

X 


 for some k, i k N   where j  is the 

demand in period j. This means that for any given period, 

production is either zero or is sum of subsequent demands 

for some number of periods in the future. 

3) Theorem 3 

There exists an optimal policy such that if demand i  in a 

period i* is satisfied by some amount **iX  produced in 

period i**, i**< i*, then i  (i = i**+ 1, ..., i*- 1) is also 

satisfied by **iX . 

4) Theorem 4 

Given that 0I   for period i, it is optimal to consider 

periods 1 through i – 1 by themselves. 

 

The algorithm at period i*, i* = 1, 2, ..., N, may  be 

generally stated as [11]: 

1) Consider the policies of ordering at period i**, i** = 1, 2, 

..., i* and filling demands i , i = i**, i** + 1, ..., i* by 

this order. 

2) Determine the total cost of these i* different policies by 

adding the ordering and holding costs associated with 

placing an order at period i**, and the cost of acting 

optimally for periods 1 through i*-1 considered 

separately. The latter cost is computed previously in 

computations for periods i = 1, 2, …, i*-1. 

3) From these i* alternatives, select the minimum cost policy 

for periods 1 through i* considered independently. 

4) Proceed to period i*+1 or stop if i* = N. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

This research was used mixed research because it used field 

observation and interview which was classified as qualitative 

method and company reports, research journals and 

proceeding conferences which was classified as quantitative 

method for data collection [12]. The research also classified as 

mixed method research that used qualitative research to 

determine the research topic and study the problem, and 

quantitative research to calculate the data and propose solution 

[12]. This study concerns at inventory management for one of 

pharmaceutical manufacture in Indonesia especially in the 

ordering policy. It used a set of data in 2012-2013 for the 

calculation of Wagner-Whitin Algorithm.  

This research was conducted in several stages. Firstly, 

preliminary research conducted to determine the research topic 

by observing inventory management system in the company. 

From the observation, problem that occured is overstock of 

inventory. One of the reasons is an inappropriate inventory 

ordering system that becomes the research topic. Secondly, the 

research continues with collecting data to gain the necessary 

information. Inventory management system observed start 

from the production planning, ordering, handling, quality 

control, holding, maintenance and distribution to the factory. 

Interview conducted with related party inside the company 

such as production planning staff, quarantine staff, and 

warehouse staff. Company reports consist of forecasting data, 

production planning data and inventory data. Research 

journals and proceeding conferences used to support the 

research. Thirdly, the research continues to data processing, 

company reports used to calculate the algorithm by following 

the steps in the literature review. Finally, the conclusion will 

be generated based on the research results and how to 

implement with the managerial implications. 

IV. DATA ANALYSIS 

Table 1 presents a set of data to support the calculation for 9 

months period. The period only for 9 months because the 

drugs packaging starts to used after first batch production that 

finished in 3 months. i  is demand for the drugs packaging in 

units, K is the setup or ordering cost in million rupiahs, and h 

is the holding cost per unit per month in million rupiahs. 
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TABLE I 

INPUT DATA  

I 
i  

K H 

4 555334 1 0.0014 

5 555334 1 0.0014 

6 555334 1 0.0014 

7 555334 1 0.0014 

8 555334 1 0.0014 

9 555334 1 0.0014 

10 555334 1 0.0014 

11 555334 1 0.0014 

12 555334 1 0.0014 

 

Table 2 contains the calculation result of Wagner-Whitin 

Algoritm in million rupiahs with given unit cost is 0,007 

million rupiahs. Planning horizon column shows the 

alternative ordering policies for every period whereas order 

period shows when to order for the alternatives. The amount of 

alternatives given from the beginning period until the end is 

increasing. For example, in planning horizon 4 there is only an 

alternative to order in that period, in planning horizon 5 there 

are two alternatives to order in period 4 and hold the inventory 

until period 5 or order in that period. Then in planning horizon 

6, there are three alternatives to order in period 4 and hold the 

inventory until period 6, or order in period 5 and hold the 

inventory until period 6, or order in that period and so on. So, 

the alternatives provide company to choose when to order, 

either from that period or previously period and before that. 

From the alternatives in each planning horizon, look for the 

least total cost then choose that policy to order the inventory. 

For example, in planning horizon 7, the least total cost is in 

order period 7 so the optimal ordering policy is to order in that 

period. In the last planning horizon, the least total cost in that 

column is the least total cost from all optimal ordering policy. 

It is automatically calculated because in the algorithm 

calculation, total cost for all alternatives in planning horizon 

12 comes from the least total cost of each previous period. 

To ilustrate, the optimal plan for period 1 is to order alone 

(at a cost 1+555334×0.007=3888 millions). Two possibilities 

must be evaluated for period 2: order in period 2 and use the 

best policy for period 1 considered alone (at a cost of 

3888+3888=7776 millions); or order in period 1 for both 

periods and carry inventory into period 2 (at a cost of 

1+(2×555334×0.007)+(555334×0.0014)=8553 millions). The 

better policy is the first possibility. In period 3 there are three 

alternatives: order in period 3 and use the best policy for 

periods 1 and 2 considered alone (at a cost 

1+(555334×0.007)+7776=11665 millions); or order in period 

2 for the latter two periods and use the best policy for period 1 

considered alone (at a cost of 

1+(2×555334×0.007)+(555334×0.0014)+3888=12441 

millions); or order in period 1 for the entire three periods (at a 

cost of 1+(3×555334×0.007)+(3×555334×0.0014)=13995). 

The better policy is the first alternative. 

 

For the set of data the optimal policy is 

1) Order at period 12, 4c =555334×0.007=3888 and use the 

optimal policy for periods 4 through 11, implying 

 

TABLE II 

WAGNER-WHITIN ALGORITHM  

Order 

period 

Planning horizon 

1
 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

1             

2             

3             

4    3888 8553 13995 20215 27212 34987 45539 52868 62975 

5     7776 12441 17883 24103 31100 38875 47427 56757 

6      11665 16329 21772 27991 34989 42763 51315 

7       15533 15760 25660 31880 38877 46652 

8        19441 24106 29548 35768 42765 

9         23330 27994 33437 39656 

10          27218 31883 37325 

11           31106 35771 

12            34995 

Lowest 

cost 
   3888 7776 11665 15533 19441 23330 27218 31106 34995 

Period    4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

2) Order at period 11, 11c =555334×0.007=3888 and use 

the optimal policy for periods 4 through 10, implying 

3) Order at period 10, 10c =555334×0.007=3888 and use 

the optimal policy for periods 4 through 9, implying 

4) Order at period 9, 9c =555334×0.007=3888 and use the 

optimal policy for periods 4 through 8, implying 

5) Order at period 8, 8c =555334×0.007=3888 and use the 

optimal policy for periods 4 through 7, implying 

6) Order at period 7, 7c =555334×0.007=3888 and use the 

optimal policy for periods 4 through 6, implying 

7) Order at period 6, 6c =555334×0.007=3888 and use the 

optimal policy for periods 4 through 5, implying 
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8) Order at period 5, 5c =555334×0.007=3888 and use the 

optimal policy for periods 4, implying 

9) Order at period 4, 4c =555334×0.007=3888. 

The total cost of the optimal policy is 34.995 millions 

rupiahs. 

V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Based on the problem which has been faced of the company, 

that is the large amount of overstock become dead stock was 

the reason for this research. This paper provides advice on the 

company to perform algorithm in their inventory management 

system. Company could have an optimal ordering policy that 

provide exactly amount of inventory needed so that overstock 

will not happen again in the future and it can reduce operating 

costs as well.  

The result shows that the optimal ordering policy for the 

packaging drugs is to order each period or each month as 

much as the amount of finished product in that period plus 2% 

safety stock that estimated by the amount of rejected 

packaging. This policy could reduce buffer inventory from one 

period to the next period because the inventory would be used 

exactly in that period following the production schedule.  

By implement this policy, the company could reduce the 

holding costs as well as the operating costs and provide free 

capital for another projects or divisions. The company could 

also have flexibility to manage their ordering inventory system 

if there is a critical incident in the middle of period. For 

example if the company face the same problem in the future, 

when they know that this drugs type will not be produce start 

from the next period, they could stop to order the packaging 

rather than using the old ordering policy that could result in 

dead stock. If this policy could be applied in all inventory 

types, the company could save much cost and increase their 

profitability. 
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